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Award winning beer brewed in the hart of Liverpool a mix of traditional and hop
forward ales

Liverpool
pale

A dry hopped pale ale with plenty of flavour

24 carat

Generously hopped with a bitterness that builds
steadily towards a lingering finish with spicy orangey notes.

Liverpool- trong, Dark and Dry Stout with a SmoothSpicy
stout
finish.

4%

4.1%

4.7%

Team toxic are a brewery looking to fill there beers with the best hops and bring you
beer with plenty of flavour and character

Ghost in the A European style blonde with bag of flavour and a
circuit
hoppy finish

Caught in
the head- A citrus pale full of flavour a zesty session beer
lights

4.5%

5%

Since 1985, we have been producing the very best cask, keg and bottled
beers, using the finest ingredients, while at the same time supporting the
Great British institution that is fondly known as the 'pub'.

A smooth-bodied ale with an intense red colour, crisp

Hopfather bitterness and a spicy honey-pine flavour thanks to

Powered by Beer. Because beer matters. Powered by History: Traditional English brewing techniques are combined with inspiration from across the world. Unrivalled quality
from heart of Yorkshire since 2009. Powered by Malt: The Brewer’s Eye for detail ensures quality and consistency. Only the finest ingredients are sourced for the drinker’s
pleasure. Powered by Hops: Constant innovation and development. We brew beers to
suit every palate, enlivening the beer choice and pushing boundaries. Powered by People: We are in it together. We have bold ideas. Each of us has a voice and we love what
we do

3.9%

lashings of Herefordshire Target and Goldings hops
Lotus

Wholesome A dark, full-bodied number; a wonderful stout with
intense roasted barley flavours and a dry, bitter finish.
stout

4.6%

A modern IPA.
Packed with contemporary hop varieties to keep the
flavours fresh and the senses sharp. A new beer for a
new day.

5.9%

It boasts roasted coffee notes and plenty of hop flavour

HPA

HPA is a truly delightful pale ale. It’s smooth on the
palate and boasts a citrus hop aroma leading to a balanced bitter finish.

Butty Batch Burnished gold in colour, smooth and satisfying, it has
a lovely malt and hop balance.

4.0%

4.5%

Multi-award-winning pale ale packed with American
Mary Jane hops. Intensely refreshing and satisfying, with surprising
balance and body for such a low abv

3.5%

A straw coloured blonde session ale. English malts
Whafedale combine with a blend of New Zealand and US hops to
create lingering citrus/grapefruit flavours and a fresh
satisfying bitter finish.

3.9%

£

Salopian Brewery was founded as Snowdonia Brewery in 1994 by Brewer Martin Barry at his Pub in North Wales. In 1995 he relocated to Shrewsbury and
renamed it Salopian (meaning of Shrewsbury). At that time it was the smallest
commercial brewery in the country (not attached to a Pub) with a 2 barrel

Lemon
Dream

A blonde ale brewed using Maris otter & wheat malt,
fresh lemons are used in the copper to add a fresh citrus flavour.

Golden
Thread

A bright gold ale, using wheat and lager malt and flavoured with an infusion of aroma hops. Clean and crisp
to the palate with a hint of sweetness and a long fruit
filled finish.

Oracle

The intention of the hop character is to be pronounced
but not all encompassing, dry but not overtly bitter and
a tiny hint of sweetness to add body. Its one of the
most expensive of the Salopian beers to brew as it relies

4.5%

At Saltaire we’re passionate about how we make our beer – it’s the only way we
know how. We don’t compromise on quality. Truly independent, we’ve been
making internationally award-winning beer this way since 2006.

Triple choc Internationally acclaimed, this moreish dark beer complements English Fuggle hops with rich chocolate decadence
stout

4.8%

Seven New World hops from around the Pacific rim are
used to create this balanced beer with citrus and grapefruit notes.

5.5%

Citra

The celebrated Citra hop speaks for itself in this incredibly
refreshing and fruity beer

4.2%

Cascade

Featuring the iconic Cascade hop, this beer brings together punchy citrus flavour and distinctive bitterness

4.8%

Pacifia
5.0%

4.0%

BRISTOL BEER FACTORY
Fiercely Independent brewery. At the heart of the Bristol Beer scene since pioneering it in 2004,
Brewing innovative, fresh, consistently awesome beers. A core range of beers in cask, keg and
bottle as well various specials produced throughout the year to allow our brewers to be innovative and experimental with hops,

combinations and styles!

Fly Casual

Double dry-hopped, cask US IPA. This beer features Falconer’s Flight, a new hop to us at BBF that we are particularly
excited about. Falconer’s Flight is a proprietary blend of
punchy Pacific Northwest hops: Citra, Chinook, Cascade,
Centennial, Cluster, Columbus, Crystal that has distinct
tropical, floral, lemon and grapefruit flavours

5.0%

Brewed to showcase a trio of Australian hops. Galaxy giv-

Twelve Apos- ing citrus & passion fruit, Ella bringing anise & floral aromas and Enigma redcurrant and melon. A clean base of
tils

5.0%

extra pale malts let the hop aromas jump out of the glass

Milk Stout

Day

The iconic BBf Milk Stout. Back in 2006 we took a 150-year
old Bristol concept of a Milk Stout and put a BBF twist on it
to create the original craft Milk Stout. We brew year-round
on cask, keg and in bottle.
Talus kicks off the citrus and floral aroma brewed alongside Ariana bringing its classic German resinous blackcurrant and pear undertones.

4.5%

4.2%

Dreamin’

Notorious

Columbus, Chinook, Cascade and Centennial combine to
make a legend of a pint: citrus, sherbet, black pepper, floral, tropical and piney flavours make this an epic pour. A
king of sessions.

Showcasing a brand new hop from the team at Yakima
Chief, the heroes that brought us Citra and Mosaic.
Say my name First crop of this new hop to be released to selected breweries. Brewed alongside El Dorado & Lemondrop bringing a
super smooth citrus & melon session pint.

3.8%

4.4%

We brew bold beers from our hilltop in Hebden Bridge and pour punchy
pints from our very own taprooms. We’re in the business of setting standards, not following trends. We punch above our weight by putting good
beer into good people’s fridges, never courting credibility we just let our
beers do the talking.

Robust hop flavours are layered over a balanced malty
Pride & Joy backbone. Initially soft to the palate, Pride & Joy builds to
a generous but clean bitterness. Flavours & aromas of
mango, citrus, earthy pine, tropical fruit and blueberry
Created to have all the hoppy goodness of an IPA, but
Heart & Soul brewed to a sessionable strength. A full bodied and fruity
beer, with notes of passion fruit, grapefruit, gooseberry,
pineapple & mango.

Bread &
Butter

Layers of US hops are set against a backbone of British
malts, so what this beer lacks in strength, it makes up for
in character. Look out for fresh flavours and aromas of
pine, peach, lychee & citrus fruits, tempered by a smoothly rounded bitterness to leave you wanting more.

5.3%

4.4%

3.9%

This weeks special offer all izaak Walton is
£5 off listed price

Goldie

Brown Trout and Sea Trout adore the golden colour of
this Hairwing and we hope the moreish, smooth bittersweet ale has you streaming back for more!!

4.1%

Gudgeon

Gobio Gobio is latin for Gudgeon and this little fish
which is common in all canals and rivers is probably
most’s first catch. Here we have an Amber, easy drinking smooth ale complimented with superb Fuggles Hops

4.5%

King carp

Growing up to 5 feet and weighing as much as 80lb!!
They are deep bodied and Golden rather like this classic
IPA produced using the fantastic Challenger and Progress Hops.

4.8%

We've been brewing our beers in the fine city of Bristol since 2007. All of our beers are
brewed with the intention of creating something we'll enjoy drinking ourselves and, more
importantly, something we're proud to put our name to.
Kelham Island Brewery was built in 1990 in the Beer Garden of the Fat Cat in
Alma Street. The first brew was in September, making Kelham Island Brewery
the first new independent brewery in Sheffield in almost 100 years.

Massive
Azacc

Night Rider

Pride of
Sheffield

We bring you Night Rider. Dark as can be, smooth as you
like, with wonderful chocolate after tastes

4.5%

A classic copper coloured bitter, the sweetness of the
malt perfectly balanced with the bitterness of the hops
brings you a taste of Sheffield.

4.0%

New England Pale Ale brewed with Azacca, Citra
and El Dorado hops. This 5.4% NEIPA has got a
serious haze on it and is tasting amazing. HAZY

5.4%

Founded in 1996, we like to think that we blend creativity and innovation with
heritage and
tradition, reflecting these values across our beers. Our house style could typically
be described as pale and hoppy, but that’s not all we can do! As the beer world
has evolved so have we, adding all manner of beer styles to our repertoire,

Mallinson's Brewing Company is a micro brewery based in Lockwood, Huddersfield,
West Yorkshire. We brew high quality cask conditioned real ales, bottle conditioned
beers and limited quantities of Key Keg conditioned.

continually pushing the boundaries of what we can create.

Deliciously fruity pale beer. The tangerine, fruity, sweet

Manderin
flavours of the German Mandarina Bavaria hops balanced
claw of death

4.1%

nicely by the floral citrus notes of the Amarillo

Oompah
A beautifully balanced pale straw-coloured premium bitter
with a distinctive floral aroma, leading to a predominantly
Moonshine
citrus taste, with grapefruit and lemons to the fore, and a
quenching bitter finish. Our most popular beer

4.3%

Absolution

Mid-straw coloured beer with aromas of tropical fruit and
mangoes. The beer is sweet all the way through, balanced
by some bitterness at the finish. Flavours are fruity with
toffee apples and bananas. A clean tasting beer, sweetish
but not cloying.

5.3%

Deception

A pale beer, made with fabulous Nelson Sauvin hops. Aromas of elderflower and grapes. Strong citrus flavours,
especially grapefruit. Long lasting bitter finish. Very refreshing and packed full of flavour

4.1%

HAZY

Another wonderful ale created by our brewer Nick
under his own brand called "Briggs Signature Ales".
This is BSA's Hefeweizen Oompah. Made from all German ingredients, it is naturally cloudy from a large
proportion of wheat malt. It has more-ish aromas of
orange and clove, quaffable flavours of smooth rich
orange, with a subtle bitterness from Mandarina Bavaria hops. Delicious

5.0%

We are Mad Squirrel; a forward thinking, contemporary brewery based just outside of
London at the foot of the Chiltern Hills. From humble beginnings in 2010 we have continually grown and evolved, often in unexpected ways, but always with a boundless
enthusiasm for quality, an inquisitive approach to flavour, and a restless desire to
better ourselves

We’ve been brewing great beer in Derby since 2010, the team are all passionate about
ale and work their socks off to make sure that every pint we make is consistent and delicious.

Ay Up

Big Sea

From across the ocean comes the resurgent west coast
IPA Style. Big citrus, big pine and big bitterness come in
waves throughout this brew, courtesy of some BIG ‘C’
Hops. Get ready because the tide is changing and big

Pale session ale subtle malt floral notes are matched
splendidly with citrus hops rounded with a slightly dry
finish.

3.9%

Gold Winning Bitter Great British Beer
Festival 2019.

5.5%

Delicious malty, caramel and liquorice flavours combine wonderfully in a smooth drinking velvety, oatDark Drake
meal stout with a freshly roasted coffee and toffee
finish.

Sapphire

Nice fruity aroma with a lot of citrus flavours, orange,
lemon and pink grapefruit with a spicy finish

4.5%

4.2%

Hopped with 3 varieties from New Zealand, this pale
Donald *UCK beer has a complex flavour with notes of tangerine,
gooseberry vanilla and lime

4.2%

A myriad of tropical fruit flavours in harmonious balance with an enjoyable level of hoppy bitterness, a
Abduction
good malt character and a very clean finish. This a
dangerously drinkable 5.5% IPA

5.5%

Established in 2015, we are a 10 bbl brewery based in the Neepsend area of Sheffield. Originally based just up from the Ball Street bridge over the River Don which inspired our logo,
we moved round the corner into 92 Burton Road in 2020 and share the area with a host of
other makers, doers and independent businesses, as well as several other breweries.

Lerna

American Pale hopped with Columbus and Centennial
for bright citrus notes on top of a layered bitterness,
leading to a lingering dry finish.

Oakham Ales is a multi-award winning brewery with a worldwide reputation for its innovative approach and for the quality and consistency of its brews. Oakham started brewing in
Rutland back in 1993 and is now based in Peterborough (Cambridgeshire).

JHB

A golden beer whose aroma is dominated by hops that
give characteristic citrus notes. Hops and fruit on the
palate are balanced by malt and a bitter base. Dry
hoppy finish with soft fruit flavours. A nationally respected ale, winner of numerous awards

3.8%

Citra

Light gold in colour, bursting with citrus and tropical
hop flavours and sensationally refreshing. The original
UK Citra.

4.2%

Bishops
farewell

A golden, premium beer with a smooth, malty background, rich and fruity hop flavours and a refreshing
finish

4.6%

Inferno

Flame gold in colour, this igniting ale flares complex
fruits across your tongue leaving a dry fruity, thirst
suppressing bitter finish.

4.0%

4.5%

An award winning brewery and pub group based in
Nottingham, Castle Rock Brewery has been brewing the best quality ales since 1997.

Brewed with a gently-kilned malt, and an aromatic
blend of American hops added during the brewing
Harvest Pale
process gives this 3.8% alc pale beer exceptional poise.
Its distinct hop flavour leads to a crisp finish.

Elsi Mo

Elsi Mo name is derived from the low colour Maris
otter malt from which she's exclusively brewed, and
which gives her that tantalising golden hue. A blend of
hops-challenger predominating-tempts you in

3.8%

4.7%

Thornbridge branded beers were first brewed in early 2005 after the establishment of a 10 barrel brewery in the grounds of Thornbridge Hall.

Jaipur

A citrus dominated India Pale Ale, its immediate impression is soft and smooth yet builds to a crescendo of massive hoppiness accentuated by honey. An enduring,
bitter finish.

5.9%

Lumford

Pale ale using a wealth of new world hops- Celeia, Nelson Sauvin (NZ) and Pacific Gem (NZ)- the latter two also
providing the dry hops

3.9%

This juicy pale is unfined therefore naturally hazy and
vegan friendly. The hop profile of Crystal and Mosaic
gives this beer a finish of tropical fruits such as Guava
and Mango

3.8%

Astryd

John Gilbert was a pioneer of the new wave of microbrewers that appeared in the early
1980s, running the Battersea and Brixton Brewing Companies. 2017 was the 30th Anniversary of the first brew by John Gilbert at the Wyndham Arms and the early beginnings of The
Hop Back Brewery. 2019 is the 31st birthday of Summer Lightning, our flagship and most
awarded beer

A very clean, flaxen-coloured beer with wonderful
thirst-quenching properties. The subtle blend of aroCrop Circle ma and bittering hops give a crispness on the tongue
which is delicately fruity, giving way to some dryness.

Citra

Summer
Lightning

4.2%

Brewed with American Citra hops, this golden thirstquenching ale has a lemony, grapefruity aftertaste
with a crisp, dry bitterness, making your tastebuds
yearn for more

4.0%

A trendsetter in the brewing industry; the original
Summer ale brewed all year round. An extremely
pleasant bitter, straw coloured beer with a terrific
fresh, hoppy aroma.

5.0%

Located in a specially converted railway shed, just over 50 metres north of Ludlow
railway station. The building has been fully refurbished to latest building standards
and houses a 20 barrel brewing system. Ludlow Brewery produces award winning high
quality ales right in the heart of the beautiful town of Ludlow.

Blonde

Gold

Stairway

The Blonde gives a lemony, citrus aroma and is
balanced, with crisp citrus notes in taste.

4.0%

This has a golden ale complexion with a papaya,
pineapple and lemon aroma. Gold has a soft, full
bodied creamy taste.

4.2%

Stairway has a honey gold complexion with a grassy,
citrus floral aroma. It has a sharp, sweet, full bodied
taste.

5.0%

This porter has a ruby black complexion with a smokey,
Black knight liquorice aroma. Black Knight is a trifecta of sweet,
nutty and roasted flavours

4.5%

Opened originally in the 1860's behind the Beacon Hotel, Dudley, Sarah
Hughes bought the brewery in 1921 and
started to brew the beer now called Dark Ruby Mild.

Sedgley
Surprise

Sweet biscuit, fruity and smooth golden ale.

This strong, absolutely black ale has a good balance of
Dark Ruby fruit and malt on the palate leading to a pleasant,
lingering finish.

5.0%

St Austell Brewery have been brewing beer and real ale in Cornwall since 1851,
they have been known to brew some of the best ales in Cornwall, Devon and Som-

erset areas.
Proper Job is an authentic IPA brewed with Cornish
Proper Job spring water and a single malt made from Cornish
grown Maris Otter Pale barley.

Tribute
6.0%

A award winning beer with tons of flavour and a real
favourite across the country .

4.5%

4.2%

Founded in 1993 by the Davis family, over the past 26 years Hobsons have
grown to become a leading brewer in Shropshire and one of the most sustainable breweries in the UK. The success of our brewery and its many awards has
been down to a strong culture of supporting our region, its people and its resources.
Town Crier is a full-flavoured golden ale with a big voice.
The elegant straw coloured bitter has a hint of sweetness
Town Crier
which is complemented by subtle hop flavours leading to a
dry finish.
Old prickly is a pale ale full of hop flavour and brewed with
Columbus and Lubelski hops to give this beer a complex
Old prickly flavour of floral and citrus notes. Locally sourced Maris
Otter malting barley is used to brew this beer which has
become a firm favourite and permanent beer.

4.5%

4.2%

Dark Raven With a chocolate and coffee bouquet this a great dark
beer with a full boded fruity finish .

4.5%

Black Country, born and brewed since 1915.
The Holden family are proud to have been brewing
traditional Black Country real ales at our Holden Brewery site for the last 104 years, producing some of, what some would say, are the finest ales that the area has seen.

Glow

An 18ct gold, golden ale with subtle yet fragrant hop
aromas, a moreish gentle sweetness and an almost
citrus like pleasant bitter finish.

4.4%

You can find Enville Brewery nestled amongst the beautiful rolling hills and valleys of
the South Staffordshire countryside. Whilst stables may not be the obvious choice for
most emerging breweries, Enville’s founder could see that these unused farm buildings would be the perfect, if somewhat unlikely, home for a brewery. We have have
been brewing award-winning ales here in the village of Enville since 1993.

Ale

Ginger

Based on a 19th century recipe, this traditional
beekeepers ale is light in colour with fruity notes and a
hint of sweetness to compliment the dry hoppy taste.

4.5%

Produced using root extract ginger this ingeniously
created ginger beer has a flavour which is not
overpowering and is very refreshing.

4.6%

Craft Keg
*NEW IN* PHANTOM—KEY KEGS *NEW IN*
Two
My cats
birthday

Two is a refreshing Helles, brewed as the second beer in
our lager series. Our lager series is intended to explore a
variety of techniques, ingredients and flavours, showcasing the best in lager brewing.

5.0%

DDH Ekaunot, Amarillo & Mandarina Bavaria Pale
Tasting notes of pithy Orange, Papaya with a subtle
earthy undertone

5.6%

Midnight
space Strong oatmeal stout
cowboy

*NEW IN* MAD SQUIRREL *NEW IN*
$umo

Divine &
Conquer

We've retained lots of flavour and a silky smooth texture in
this Vermont Style IPA and made sure its one you ca enjoy
Wonderland time and time again by keeping the ABV nice and low. A
mild bitterness and big juicy blast - refresh with Wonderland! Contains Lactose
Sabro is an aroma hop that is notable for its complexity of
fruity and citrus flavours. With distinct tangerine, coconut,
The happy
tropical fruit, stone fruit aromas and hints of cedar, mint
world of Sabro
and cream - a super tasty session beer, packed with Sabro
goodness. Vegan Friendly

Fearlessly hop forward New England Pale that's not to be
underestimated. Crushing blows of Mosaic and Simcoe
hit hard with notes of pineapple, passionfruit and pine
for an uncompromising juiciness and a a haze that won't

5.0%

5.6%

*NEW IN* WYE VALLEY *NEW IN*

*NEW IN* NEW BRISTOL *NEW IN*
Summer
crush

4.7%

*NEW IN* VOCATION *NEW IN*

Fandango

A delicous, juicy, hazy session IPA using only Galaxy hops.
Notes of citrus, passionfruit, peach and pineapple aromatics. Very more'ish - you'll be wanting to crush it all
Summer

Named after the two heavyweight hops that battle it out
in this brew (Summit and Mosaic), $UMO will wrestle
your taste buds with a flavour combo of tropical fruit,
dank herbs and weighty bitterness. Other beers may
enter the ring but $UMO will be the last brew standing

4.0%

Wye Valley Brewery’s Fandango is a craft beer that you
will not want to skip… Featuring Azacca and Comet hops,
Fandango’s light, citrusy undertones are a definite crowd
-pleaser.

Whole- A dark, full-bodied number; a wonderful stout with intense roasted barley flavours and a dry, bitter finish. It
some stout boasts roasted coffee notes and plenty of hop flavour.

4.5%

4.6%

*NEW IN* BRISTOL BEER FACTORY *NEW IN*
4.0%

4.5%

Milk Stout

Devotion

Smooth chocolatey sweetness and balancing coffee
bitterness with hints of dark fruits.

4.5%

A subtle pale gold in colour this hop heavy pint has great
fruity flavours, white grape, gooseberry and grapefruit
from the Nelson Sauvin and citrus, peach and passionfruit
freshly squeezed from the Galaxy.

5.0%

Developed under the ancient ‘Reinheitsgebot’ German Beer Purity Laws of 1516. Aktienbrauerei in Kaufbeuren, Bavaria, can trace
its roots even further than that – to 1308 – representing more
than 700 years of Bavarian brewing
heritage and tradition
.

A top fermented fruity, aromatic and lively, full-bodied beer.
With a wonderful honey yellow colour and a strong foam
generation. Our wheat beer has a natural yeast cloudiness
with a yeast sediment. Easy drinking with soft floral flavours.

5.3%

New Price: Weissbier Craft Keg 30LTR
A traditional Bavarian dark beer still brewed with expert
craftsmanship as it was in the times of the royal bavarian
court. A long maturation gives this beer its pleasant,
balanced taste with an extremely dry aftertaste. A must for
all dark beer lovers.

5.0%

Dunkel Craft Keg 30LTR
The taste is full bodied grain with lots of green apple and
light but persistent hints of pine and herbs, with a light
bitterness that persists through to the finish.

5.0%

BEST BEER IN THE WORLD 2018—INTERNATIONAL BEER
CHALLENGE SUPREME CHAMPION.
The taste is full bodied grain with lots of green apple and
light but persistent hints of pine and herbs, with a light
bitterness that persists through to the finish.

Hell Craft Keg 30LTR

NEW 50LTR (Metal Keg)

5.0%

BEST BEER IN THE WORLD 2018—INTERNATIONAL BEER
CHALLENGE SUPREME CHAMPION.

Case of 20 x 500ml Bottles
Also Available in Weissbier, Pilsner, Dunkel & Radler

A well balanced, full bodied Bavarian beer
Our Pilsner has a smooth aromatic hop taste. It is a cool
refreshing Session beer with an intense yellow, golden
appearance and great ability to produce an excellent head.

Pilsner Craft Keg 30LTR

4.2%

Bogarts Gin 75cl

Berry and Kiwi
70cl

43%

38%

Hearts Dry Gin
70cl

42%

Gin De Charente
Cognac Gin

40%

Gin De Charente
Dry

40%

Buzbees Low Calorie refreshingly light Tonic Water,
combining spring water, natural flavours, a quality
quinine and honey ensures this crisp refreshing drink
delivers every time. Producing a Tonic of the highest
quality Low in Calories, we believe has been achieved.
No added sugar No artificial Sweeteners Gluten Free

Indian Tonic Water

The perfect toni, sweetened with 100% natural low
calorie honey. 13 calories.

Passion Fruit Tonic Water

Tropical tonic water with an exotic blend of passionfruit and low calorie honey. 14 calories.

Light Tonic Water

The perfect tonic, sweetened with low calorie
honey only lighter. 13 calories.

Elderflower Tonic Water

Delicately fragrant elderflower and healthy honey
sweet tonic. 13 calories.

Ginger Ale

The refreshing bite of fiery ginger in a naturally
healthy honey sweetener mixer. 13 calories.

Rhubarb Tonic Water

Tangy meets candy as rhubarb and honey
combine in this low calorie tonic. 13 calories.

Botanical
Tonic Water

We combined the perfect amount of natural ingredients and carbonation to ensure you receive a
smooth fuller flavour. 13 Calories

Pink Grapefruit Tonic Water

Sweet and sour ignite in this cloudy pink grapefruit
and healthy honey tonic. 13 calories.

Fruit & Country Wines
Each one of our Fruit, Country and Sparkling Wines is made with immense care and
attention.

Our winemaker and dedicated team continually strive to improve and enhance the
flavour and depth of each particular wine.

Ginger (75cl)

11%

Cherry (75cl)

11%

Mead (75cl)

11%

Strawberry (75cl)

11%

Blackberry (75cl)

11%

Blackcurrant (75cl)

11%

Plum (75cl)

11%

Damson (75cl)

11%

Sloe (75cl)

11%

*price per bottle
Elderflower (75cl)

11%

Apricot (75cl)

11%

Black Beer & Raisin Wine
(75cl)

11%

Elderberry( 75cl)

11%

Soft Drinks

Bag in a Box

Size

Mix

Pepsi

10 Litre

5:1=60

Pepsi Max

10 Litre

5:1=60

Lemonade

10 Litre

6:1=70

Order today from Ales R Russ for:
•

Free Fitting

•

24hr Breakdown Cover

•

Equipment now available

Craft Keg Cider 50LTR
HEALEYS CORNISH CYDER FARM 50LTR KEG
RATTLER

Want a Cyder with a bite? Named after the feisty
Cornish Rattler apple and blended with Healey’s
know-how, our Rattler Cyder has the crisp, fresh
flavour you crave.

RATTLER

Want a Cyder with a bite? Named after the feisty
Cornish Rattler apple and blended with Healey’s
know-how, our Rattler Cyder has the crisp, fresh
flavour you crave.

4.8%

6.0%

Cornish Cyder
As Cornwalls longest standing Cyder maker, we have developed a fantastic array of Cornish Cyder for every
occasion.
Over the past 35 years, we have developed and honed
the art of cyder making, and are now proud to offer
Cornish cyder fit for any occasion. Using the latest
technologies, and pioneering cider-making techniques,
we’re proud to bring you a selection of the county's
finest Cyder on offer.

Rattler
Our famous Rattler is now available at

ALES R RUSS

Thistly Cross
Whisky Cask
20L

6.9%

Gwynt Y Ddraig
Black Dragon
20L

6.5%

Celtic Marches

Dorset Nectar

Lyme Bay

Lilley’s Cider

Thundering
Molly
20L

5.2%

Elderflower
20L

3.8%

Mango
20L

4.0%

Lily The Pink
20L

4.5%

Wild Cat
20L

5.5%

Rhubarb
20L

4.0%

Abrahalls Dry
20L

6.0%

Raspberry
Kiss
20L

4.0%

Tropical
20L

4.0%

Celtic Tiger
20L

4.0%

Passionfruit
20L

4.0%

Beesting
20L

7.5%

Abrahalls
Medium
20L

4.0%

Hunny Bubble
20L

3.8%

Lemon & Lime
20L

4.0%

Wild Berries
20L

4.0%

Strawberry
20L

4.0%

Slack Alice
20L

4.5%

Merry Monkey
20L

4.5%

Cherries &
Berries
20L

4.0%

Cheeky PIg
20L

7.5%

Crazy Goat
20L

6.8%

Pineapple
20L

4.0%

Apricot
20L

4.0%

Cider

